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S IMPLY  SOT T I N I

Sottini is a timeless brand  
built on a heritage of quality  

and innovation in design. 

We achieve our difference, enduring 
relevance and exclusive appeal through 
design. Our focus on craft and creativity 

upholds our core values of excellence  
in function and elegance in form.  
Our passion for partnering with 

extraordinary design talent maintains  
our reputation for producing the  
ingenious and the unexpected.

Sottini is your inspirational partner for 
unique bathrooms of exceptional quality. 



Following a mantra of ‘Simply Imagine’  
Sottini balances the pure and natural  
with an artistic flair of imagination.

IMAGINE
Creativity  

and creators

SIMPLY
Iconic product and  

elegant design
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OUR  HER ITAGE

Antonio & Giuseppe

The Sottini brand is the legacy of two 
entrepreneurial and highly creative 

brothers: Antonio Sottini (born in 1899) 
and Giuseppe Sottini (born in 1916).

Their passion for design and 
manufacturing was born while learning  

the metalworking trade in the Italian 
region of Piemonte. In 1939, they set  

up a metal fabrication company,  
and, by building strong customer 

relationships, the business flourished. 

Their products included aluminium 
coffee machines, parts for Fiat cars,  

and, of course, bathroom fittings.  
Sottini became renowned for handmade 

quality, classic design and innovation  
in technology. 

During the 1960s and 70s, the company 
emerged as a global concern. The 

opening of the company’s headquarters 
in Milan marked the arrival of Sottini as 

an internationally recognised brand.



We believe outstanding design  
is an elegant balance of:

C R AFT C REAT I V I TY



Sottini products are based on a 
foundation of quality but are equally 

known for their innovation and creativity. 
We perpetually achieve this difference by 
working with leading product designers 

from around the world. The idea of 
collaboration is central to our business. 

It upholds the spirit of design and 
craftsmanship initiated by Antonio  
and Giuseppe Sottini, and it’s why 
people have been inspired by our 

bathroom products for years.

Our designer partners are some of 
the most successful in the industry, 

internationally renowned and award-
winning in their individual fields. Each has 
a unique take on design and engineering, 
and we let their imaginations run free. It 

explains how we curate such a rich depth 
of styles while adhering to the essential 
principle of precise, efficient function. 

OUR DES IGN PARTNERS



YOUR BATHROOM 
IS A CHANCE  
TO BRING  
YOUR IDEAS 
TOGETHER
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Every Sottini product is born of an  
inspired concept. Each basin, bath and  

WC is a unique piece, a work of art  
and a design statement. But, while our  
products aren’t related or presented  
in prescriptive collections, we have  

identified four common creative  
themes that connect products by  
their essential stylistic character.

This structure is designed to help  
you navigate your journey of exploration.  
But it by no means limits the possibilities. 

How each piece could work together  
in your space is left entirely to  

your imagination. 

Our Mixers, Showers, Furniture and Accessories  
ranges follow, giving you everything you  
need to create your perfect bathroom.

OUR  P R ODU CTS



ORGANIC  
FORMS

PRECIS ION 
L INES

MIN IMAL 
ELEGANCE

CRAFTED 
CREAT IV ITY



To be precise is to be confident.  
To confine design to a line, an angle  

and an arc is uncompromising.  
To create ultimate functionality with 

absolute purity is contemporary. To make 
seamless look effortless is our vision.

PRECIS ION L INES



VOMANO
Basins VOMANO’S SIMPLE 

BEAUTY LIES IN  
ITS PRECISE, 
CLEAN LINES AND 
PERFECT ANGLES
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Vomano Vomano

O
m
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Vomano

Tinella

Savutto

+ ++

++
Lambro

Paglia

Tresa

Tresa

Melito

VOMANO
Basins

Vomano’s shallow rectangular box like 
design represents the essence of simplicity 
and uniformity. Straight vertical sides and 
a level interior surface express a design 
clarity that makes a confident statement. 

The elegant edges bring a lightness  
and refined definition to the form –  
a detail that creates an overall balance  
of substantiality and delicacy. And  
small-radius rounded edges bring  
a degree of softness to the regularity. 

Seen together

+ VOMANO towel rail
+ SIMETO mirror

Seen together

+ VOMANO towel rail

VOMANO 
Basin 120cm

SAVUTTO 
Freestanding bath 
180cm

PAGLIA 
Freestanding bath 
shower mixer

TRESA 
Basin mixer

VOMANO 
Basin 80cm

LAMBRO  
Small basin mixer

VOMANO 
Basin 41cm

LAMBRO 
Small basin mixer

Lambro
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+

+

+

+

+

Vomano
Ippari

Ippari

Mincio

Vomano Ippari

Lambro

Ciane

Lambro

Ciane

VOMANO
Basins

Vomano is available in a wide choice 
of sizes. It has two essential design 
variations: a version with a tap deck and 
another without. The latter makes it an 
uncomplicated vessel of absolute purity. 

The basin’s understated style makes it the 
perfect accompaniment to many of our 
WCs, other products and fittings.

Seen together

+ BORDO towel rail
+ MAGRA mirror

Seen together

VOMANO 
Basin 60cm

IPPARI 
Basin unit 
side unit  
+ worktop

MINCIO 
Back-to-wall WC

LAMBRO 
Built-in basin mixer

+ ONDA towel rail
+ MAGRA mirror
+ KARISMA WC flush plate

VOMANO 
Basin 38cm

IPPARI 
Console +  
base unit

LAMBRO 
Tall basin mixer
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Simeto

Simeto

Ippari

+ +
Ciane

Lambro

Seen together

SIMETO UNO
Basins

A SMART, UNIQUE BASIN 
DESIGN THAT KEEPS 
WET AND DRY AREAS 
ENTIRELY SEPARATE

SIMETO UNO 
Double basin 
122cm

SIMETO 
Double basin unit

CIANE 
Basin mixer

Simeto Uno represents a thorough 
rationalisation of the washbasin surface 
layout. The concept development follows 
studies that examined how the washbasin 
is used. At the core of the solution is  
the separation of wet and dry areas.  
The surface is arranged into two zones: 
the front lower level is deemed splashable 
while the raised rear areas are kept drier 
within retaining rims. Square segments  
on either side hold products while keeping 
them in the dry zone. A square ceramic 
waste cover integrates into the  
geometric design. 
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Simeto

Ippari

+ + ++

+ +
Anapo

Mincio

Ciane

Lambro

Ciane

Lambro

Simeto Due

+ SIMETO mirror
+ KARISMA WC flush plate

Seen together

SIMETO DUE 
Basin 64cm

SIMETO 
Basin unit

CIANE 
Basin mixer

SIMETO UNO 
Basin 92cm

SIMETO 
Basin unit

SIMETO 
Full column Unit 

ANAPO 
Wall-hung WC

CIANE 
Basin mixer

Seen together

SIMETO
Basins

Simeto

Simeto

Simeto
Simeto 92cm

While the purpose of Simeto Uno is order, 
the ethos behind its twin, Simeto Due, is 
simplicity. The two basins are connected 
by their elegant aesthetic, but Due 
displays a wholly simplified structure, 
featuring a seamless, flat surface and  
a unique asymmetrical inner bowl.

Both designs also work as a combined 
basin and furniture module. The refined, 
angular form of the basins marry neatly 
with the precisely crafted Simeto furniture, 
creating an elegant and highly functional 
vanity unit. 
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Ofanto 46cm with tap deck

+
Ciane

Lambro

Ofanto 2 Meltio

Ippari

Ippari

OFANTO
Basins

The circle – no purer form exists.  
Our Ofanto basin wholeheartedly embraces 
this purity, evoking Zen-like tranquillity.  
The timeless form suggests ancient 
inspiration while the pristine elegance of 
its thin walls brings the design into sharp, 
contemporary mode. 

Ofanto is designed to sit seamlessly on top 
of bathroom furniture pieces as if it were 
placed and free to move. The basin comes 
with an integrated tap deck or as a simple 
stand-alone vessel, and an oval version of 
Ofanto is also available.

Seen together

THE MOST  
PRECISE & PERFECT 
CIRCULAR FORM  
BRINGS A SENSE  
OF CALM

+ MAGRA mirror

OFANTO 
Basin 46cm 

IPPARI 
Basin unit with  
two side units  
+ worktop

CIANE 
Basin mixer +

Seen together

OFFANTO 
Basin 46cm

MELITO 
Tall basin mixer

+



TINELLA
Basins

THE ULTRA-SLENDER 
PROFILE OF TINELLA 
CUTS A SHARP, 
CLEAN AND HIGHLY 
DISTINCTIVE LINE
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Timaro
Paglia

Ciane

+ + + +
Tinella Tinella

Paglia

Tresa
Borbera

Tresa

TINELLA
Basins

An ultra-slim silhouette is the distinctive 
signature of Tinella. As a wall-hung 
basin, it appears to float with a sense 
of lightness. Marks of elegance and 
uniqueness continue in its finer details;  
a keenly crafted rim and an arc-like  
bowl confirm Tinella’s individuality.  
When coupled with the optional Tinella 
towel rail, this clean and functional design 
is complete.

This basin’s contemporary, geometric 
design makes it ideal for modern 
bathroom environments – both domestic 
and commercial.

Seen together

+ MAGRA mirror + TINELLA towel rail

TINELLA 
Double basin 
120cm

PAGLIA 
Waterfall  
basin mixer

TIMAVO 
Freestanding  
bath 180cm

PAGLIA 
Freestanding  
bath shower mixer

TINELLA 
Basin 60cm

TRESA 
Basin 
mixer
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Lato asymetric LH
Vomano

+

+

++ +
Lambro

Ciane

Ciane

Mazaro

Lato double ended

LATO 
Left hand  
asymmetric bath 
170cm

LAMBRO 
Side bodies  

VOMANO 
Basin 38cm

IPPARI 
Console + base unit

LAMBRO 
Tall basin mixer

Lambro

Jes

Ippari

LATO
Baths

Lato’s simple architecture aligns 
effortlessly with a wide range of Sottini 
products and accessories. In terms of 
design priorities, functionality stands 
alongside elegance, and Lato could grace 
the bathroom of either home or hotel. 

This single or double-ended bath comes 
in four sizes while a unique, asymmetric 
version is available right or left handed. 

Seen together

+ MAGRA mirror
+ BORDO towel rail

Seen together

LATO 
Double ended 
bath 180cm

CIANE 
Three hole bath  
shower mixer
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Vomano

++
Mincio Lambro

MINCIO 
Back-to-wall WC

Mincio

MINCIO
WCs

Mincio brings contemporary design ethos 
to its natural conclusion, with a refined 
product that embraces geometry and 
elegance but is poignantly conscious  
of human interaction. And the optional  
slow-close seat takes the idea of  
subtlety from the purely visual and  
into the physical.

Demonstrating its versatility, Mincio  
will live comfortably alongside any  
basin or accessory in the extensive  
Sottini portfolio. 

Seen together

+ VOMANO towel rail
+ KARISMA WC flush plate

CLEAN LINES CREATE 
A ROUNDED YET 
GEOMETRIC SEAT  
AND A PERFECTLY 
ANGLED PROFILE MINCIO 

Wall-hung WC
VOMANO 
Basin 80cm

LAMBRO  
Small basin 
mixer



Tinella

++
Anapo

Mincio Borbera

Tresa

ANAPO
WCs

Conceived by Nilo Gioacchini, Anapo 
represents the perfect combination of 
functionality, cutting-edge design and 
high quality materials. The essentially 
square geometry and the exceptionally 
slim seat sets the design apart. 

The merging of clean lines and softened 
forms makes Anapo an extremely versatile 
product that would slot neatly into any 
contemporary bathroom context.

Seen together

+ TINELLA towel rail
+ MAGRA mirror
+ KARISMA WC flush plate

ANAPO 
Wall-hung WC

TINELLA 
Basin 60cm

TRESA 
Basin mixer



LambroLambro

LAMBRO 
Basin mixer

LAMBRO 
Bath filler

+ +

4342

ISARCA
Basins & WCs

In a word, Iscara is refined. Ceramic  
walls have been honed to be ultra-slim, 
corners are supremely angular, and forms 
are elegantly tapered. 

From the beautiful shallow-profile  
basins to the distinctive thin soft close 
seat of the AquaBlade® WCs, the theme 
of pure slenderness runs seamlessly 
through each piece. And the Isarca range 
comprises a variety of sizes and options, 
including a small handrinse basin for 
cloakrooms and a wall hung WC.

Mavone 80cm unit

Is
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Santorini
Isarca CCBTW WC

+
ISARCA 
Basin 55cm  

ISARCA 
Close coupled  
back-to-wall WC  
with slim seat

SANTORINI 
Double ended bath 
170cm

+ ISARCA full pedestal

+

Seen together



Lambro

LAMBRO 
Basin mixer

ISARCA 
Handrinse basin  
40cm

ISARCA 
Back-to-wall WC  
with slim seat

+

Lambro

LAMBRO 
Basin mixer

ISARCA 
Semi countertop  
basin 50cm

MAVONE 
Floor standing  
semi countertop unit

ISARCA 
Back-to-wall WC  
with wrap seat

MAVONE 
WC unit

+
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ISARCA
Basins & WCs

+ MAVONE worktop 130cmM
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Isarca 50cm SC
Mavone SC unit Mavone WC unitIsarca BTW WC (wrap seat)

Seen together

+ + +

Mavone 60cm FS unit

Isarca 40cm HR

Mavone SC unit

Isarca BTW WC (slim seat)

+ ISARCA small semi-pedestal

Seen together

+



Minimalism is the art of refined simplicity. 
It is the considered reduction of the 
unnecessary to reveal the essence of 

creative vision, quality of materials and 
truth of purpose. Unfailingly, the natural 

conclusion is elegance.

MIN IMAL  ELEGANCE



PIOTA ENJOYS 
SIMPLE, ELEGANT 
CURVES – 
AESTHETICALLY 
PLEASING FORMS 
REMINISCENT OF 
THE SMOOTHEST 
PEBBLES

PIOTA
Basins
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Piota Simeto

Ippari

Bormida Ciane

+ ++

Ciane

PIOTA
Basins

In Piota, the basin has been taken to 
its minimal essence and reimagined as 
a bowl, with slim walls holding a deep 
volume. Its smooth semi-spherical form  
is as satisfyingly tactile as a flawless 
pebble. Poised elegantly on a countertop, 
it could be an object of art.

Piota’s essential shape transcends 
all styles and design eras and would 
complement any other product from  
the Sottini range.

Seen together

+ SIMETO mirror

PIOTA 
Basin 40cm

IPPARI 
Two basin units  
+ worktop 

BORMIDA 
D-shape bath 
180 x 80cm

CIANE 
Tall basin mixers

CIANE 
Three hole bath 
shower mixer

+
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Ciane

Lambro

Ciane

Mazaro

+ ++
Lato double endedCaffaro

CAFFARO
Basins

Seen together

+ CAFFARO semi pedestal 

Caffaro is an inspired sculptural 
composition. It is a fluent juxtaposition  
of flat surfaces and sweeping arcs,  
created by Franco Bertoli, a strong 
presence in Italy’s contemporary  
design world.

Coordinating effortlessly with many 
products from our range, these basins  
would elevate the design credentials  
of any contemporary bathroom.

CAFFARO 
Basin 60cm

LATO 
Double-ended bath 
180cm

CIANE 
Basin mixer

CIANE 
Three hole bath  
shower mixer
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Valsura

+

Stirone

A droplet falling onto water makes a  
ripple – the purest, natural circular form. 
Inspired by this phenomenon, Stirone  
is a fresh, innovative bathroom concept. 

The minimal depth of the basin questions 
the traditional rules associated with the 
washing process, and the result is an 
original design that stimulates thought 
and gives pleasure.

Seen together

STIRONE 
Basin 45cm

VALSURA 
Tall basin mixer

STIRONE
Basins
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Savutto
Vomano

Tinella

Paglia

Tresa

++
Tresa

Melito

+

SAVUTTO
Baths

Seen together

+ VOMANO towel rail
+ SIMETO mirror

Swapping rounded for square, linear 
forms, Savutto is an innovative 
departure from the perceived image 
of the traditional freestanding bath, 
with a satisfyingly broad profile to the 
sides and with its full base on the floor. 
Savutto stands proudly like a large-
scale contemporary sculpture. Its deep, 
double-ended design offers a free and 
indulgent bathing experience. 

SAVUTTO 
Freestanding bath 
180cm

VOMANO 
Basin 120cm

PAGLIA  
Freestanding bath 
shower mixer 

TRESA  
Basin mixers



Lambro

Meltio

+

Borbera

+

Bassento 2

Bassento

Cosia

COSIA
Baths

Seen together

+ SOTTINILUX bath panels

The Cosia double-ended bath is the 
essence of simplicity. Designed with 
maximum comfort in mind, its has a 
generous width and soft internal 
curves. The smaller version of Cosia 
offers enhanced freedom of movement 
for a bathroom with limited space.

ROTALDO
Baths

THE GRACEFUL  
CURVES OF ROTALDO 
FLOW WITH FLUIDITY  
AND CONFIDENCE

COSIA 
Double-ended bath 
170 x 75cm

LAMBRO 
Bath spout

BASENTO 
Thermostatic bath 
shower mixer

BORBERA  
Dual shower system



Rotaldo

+
Paglia

Tresa

ROTALDO
Baths

Rotaldo echoes the essential form of the 
traditional freestanding bath while taking 
it to a new sculptural level. The design 
relates more to the craft of the ceramicist 
than the product designer. Aside from the 
simple, level surface of the rim, the shape 
is a celebration of perpetually flowing 
curves, to be admired from all sides.  
This double-ended bath is available  
in two sizes.

Seen together

ROTALDO 
Freestanding bath 
190cm

PAGLIA  
Freestanding bath 
shower mixer 
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Crostolo

Gravina

Simeto

++

+

+

++
Anapo

Mincio

Ciane

Lambro

Simeto

Ippari

Bassento

Simeto

CROSTOLO
Baths

Seen together

+ SIMETO mirror
+ KARISMA WC flush plate

The talking point of Crostolo is its 
elegantly narrow rim – a pleasing feature 
made even more pronounced against the 
depth and overall scale of the bath itself. 
Another key design feature to appreciate 
is the subtly curved perimeter profile.  
It’s a rectangular shape that gently  
arcs to create an intriguingly unique  
form, providing enhanced comfort  
in the centre of the bath. The smaller  
version of Crostolo brings the same 
bathing experience to homes where  
space is limited.

CROSTOLO 
Freestanding bath 
170cm

SIMETO UNO 
Basin 62cm

BASENTO 
Thermostatic  
bath shower  
mixer

CIANE
Wall mounted  
bath spout

CIANE 
Basin mixer

ANAPO 
Wall-hung WC

SIMETO 
Basin unit

SIMETO 
Half column  
unit

Ciane

Bassento
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Amusa
Mazaro

Tresa

++
Santorini

Mincio

Santorini

Turano

Designed by Robin Levien, the Santorini 
WC is a perfect expression of the theme 
he describes as soft minimalism. Strong, 
simple lines are balanced by gentle, 
sculptural edges. The slim seat and lid are 
a particularly elegant solution. Wall-hung 
or floor standing, Santorini uses space 
efficiently and will fit into any contemporary 
bathroom vision. Santorini also features the 
innovative Aquablade™ flushing technology. 
This revolutionary design is clean and highly 
efficient. And its style is as impressive as its 
performance, with a simple, contemporary 
look and no unsightly rim.

+ KARISMA WC flush plate

Seen together

+ KARISMA WC flush plate

SANTORINI 
Back-to-wall WC

SANTORINI 
Wall-hung WC

AMUSA 
Basin 30cm

MAZARO 
Basin mixer

SANTORINI
WCs



MAVONE’S SOFT 
GEOMETRIC DESIGNS 
BALANCE SIMPLICITY  
AND PURITY

MAVONE
Basins
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Mavone 60cm Mavone 60cm FS unit

MAVONE 
Basin 60cm

MAVONE 
Floor standing vanity  
unit 60cm

+ CIANE basin mixer
+ MAGRA mirror

MAVONE
Basins

+

Seen together
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MAVONE 
Corner handrinse  
basin 45cm 

+ CIANE basin mixer
+  MAVONE handrinse  

full pedestal

Mavone 80cm Mavone 80cm unit

M
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MAVONE 
Basin 80cm

MAVONE  
Two drawer vanity  
unit 80cm

MAVONE  
Half column

+ CIANE basin mixer
+ MAGRA mirror

MAVONE
Basins & WCs

+ +

Seen together

Seen together

MAVONE 
Close coupled /  
Back-to wall WC

Mavone CCBTW WC

Seen together



ORGANIC  FORMS

The natural world is our greatest source 
of inspiration. In nature, we find symmetry, 
geometry and purity. We find the exquisite, 
the sensual and the tactile. We find perfect 

analogies for every part of our lives and 
every path of our creativity.



We understand that the bathroom is an 
intimate and personal environment; it is 
a room where people can be their true 
selves. Guided by this idea, we created 
Curone. While aesthetically clean, the 
basin is humanised by enveloping feminine 
contours for a perfectly balanced design.

“I HAD BEEN STRIVING  
TO EXPRESS THE  
CONCEPT OF  
BEAUTY & SENSUALITY 
THROUGH THIS PROJECT 
FOR A LONG TIME”

CURONE
Basins
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Curone

Simeto

++ +

Santorini

Turano

Ciane

CURONE
Basins

Seen together

In the quest for an uncomplicated shape, 
free from unnecessary detail, we were 
inspired by known geometric and rounded 
forms. The oval is one of the purest forms 
and a symbol of perfection, providing the 
template for a truly pure product.

+ KARISMA WC flush plate

CURONE 
Basin 48cm

SANTORINI 
Back-to-wall WC

IPPARI 
Basin unit  
+ worktop

CIANE 
Tall basin mixer

Sottini

Ip
pa

ri
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Cannobino

+
Valsura

+
ValsuraCannobino

In Cannobino, we recognise that 
time spent in the bathroom can be a 
deliberately unrushed experience; it is a 
time to cherish. It reminds us that water 
is more than a means to an end; it can be 
enjoyed. Cannobino’s considerable depth 
invites pure indulgence.

CANNOBINO
Basins

+ IPPARI console 

Seen together

CANNOBINO 
Basin 46cm

VALSURA 
Built-in basin mixer

CANNOBINO 
Basin 64 x 46cm

VALSURA 
Basin mixer

+ IPPARI console
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Isomo Ippari

Ondo 

++

Valsura

Isorno is gently concave in form and 
welcoming in mood. Its broad and 
shallow bowl-like qualities, in both round 
and oval form, appear to be inspired by 
artefacts of another age. But its refined 
articulation adapts it perfectly for a 
contemporary context. 

Seen together

+ MAGRA mirror

ISORNO 
Basin 63 x 45cm

IPPARI 
Console 
three base units 
+ worktops

VALSURA 
Tall basin mixer

ISORNO
Basins



“ I HAD A BURNING 
DESIRE TO CREATE AN 
INNOVATIVE OBJECT” 
 

STILARO
Basins
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Stilarone

+
Valsura

STILARO
Basins

Seen together
Stilaro comes from the aspiration 
to create a purely aesthetic and 
unconventional product – free from the 
constraints of traditional perceptions. 
To do this, we went back to first 
principles of the ceramicist’s art. We 
undertook fundamental explorations in 
clay to fathom its limits and understand 
how far it could be de-formed. And, 
crucially, we experimented with 
decreasing thicknesses. 

We sought inspiration from the field of 
Japanese minimalism and the forms of 
the earth. The resulting concept is an 
abstract articulation of enveloping, exotic 
leaves. The fluid, asymmetrical shape has 
a distinctly calming effect as it caresses  
and channels the water in natural ways. 
Stilaro is revolutionary. Stilaro is unique.

STILARO  
Basin 72cm

VALSURA 
Tall basin mixer
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Piomba

+
Paglia

Tresa

PIOMBA
Baths

Piomba is a thoroughly contemporary 
reinvention of the classic slipper bath. 
Higher at one end, it’s an enduring shape 
that is designed to embrace the seated 
body. But Piomba is as elegant as it is 
comfortable. Its sweeping curves and 
slender rim take this timeless concept  
to a new level of refinement.

Seen together

PIOMBA 
Freestanding  
bath 180cm

PAGLIA 
Freestanding  
bath shower mixer



VIPAVA
Baths
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Vipava

VIPAVA
Baths

Vipava entices and cocoons, reflecting 
symmetrical organic structures. Its 
compelling, gently yielding form provokes 
an instinctive emotional connection.  
The unmistakable shape is defined by  
its arcing rim that relaxes into a  
shallow crescent.

A FLOWING, FLUID 
FORM INSPIRED  
BY NATURE’S 
PERFECT BALANCE

VIPAVA 
Freestanding  
bath 180cm
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Bormida Piota
Simeto

Ippari

Ciane

+ +

++

Ciane

BORMIDA
Baths

Bormida is bold – an exercise harnessing 
pure geometry. It is an eloquent 
connection of circular and linear forms, 
capturing the harmony between hard 
and soft. The extra-wide, flat rim makes a 
strong statement of monolithic solidity.

Seen together

+ TURANO mirror

SOFT CURVES, A 
GEOMETRIC OVAL SHAPE 
AND RIMMED EDGES  
GIVE BORMIDA A BOLD 
STAND-OUT LOOK

BORMIDA 
D-shape bath 
180cm

PIOTA 
Basin 40cm 

IPPARI 
Two basin units  
+ worktop

CIANE 
Tall basin mixer

CIANE  
Three hole bath  
shower mixer



Ofanto 46cm with tap deckBormida

+ + + + ++
Turano Ciane

Ippari

Simeto

Ippari

Ippari

BORMIDA
Baths

Seen together

+ MAGRA mirror
+ KARISMA WC flush plate

With its simple geometry and alternative 
asymmetrical version, the double-ended 
Bormida bath finds its perfect home in any 
space. It will form a perfect partnership with  
a wide range of our basins and other pieces.

BORMIDA 
Right hand  
asymmetric bath 
180 x 80cm

OFANTO 
Basin 46cm

TURANO 
Back-to-wall WC 

IPPARI 
Basin unit 
two side units + 
worktop 

IPPARI 
Two half  
column units

CIANE 
Three hole bath  
shower mixer

CIANE 
Basin mixer

Ciane

Lambro



Paglia

Tresa

Timaro

+

TIMAVO
Baths

In nature, solid forms can hide a delicate 
structure. Timavo embodies this physical 
contradiction. Its robust, square appearance 
belies an exceptionally fine rim and a shape 
created from many complex curves.  
The effect is a distinctive design, involving 
subtle layers of refinement.

Seen together

TIMAVO 
Freestanding bath 
180cm

PAGLIA 
Freestanding bath 
shower mixer
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+
Turano

Turano

+

+

Lambro

BorberaBassento

Cosia

TURANO
WCs

Organic shapes work well in a bathroom 
because they relate to function and 
emotion in equal measure. Turano 
epitomises this duality. A fundamentally 
square shape is softened at every corner 
and edge with gentle, tactile curves. 
Wall-hung or floor-mounted, this versatile 
WC design can be seamlessly integrated 
alongside various products from the 
Sottini range. Turano also features 
Aquablade™ – a revolution in efficient 
flushing technology.

Seen together

+ KARISMA WC flush plate
+ SOTTINILUX bath panels

TURANO 
Wall-hung WC

COSIA 
Double-ended bath 
170 x 75cm

LAMBRO 
Bath spout

TURANO 
Back-to-wall WC

BASENTO 
Thermostatic bath 
shower mixer

BORBERA  
Dual shower system



When our imagination is freed from 
limitation, the unconventional happens. 

And when our bold, playful and innovative 
ideas are carefully honed, they grow 

to become the engaging and inspiring 
realities of our future.

CRAFTED CREAT IV ITY



OMBRONE
Basins “ INSPIRED BY THE 

SILENT GAZES OF  
THE MONOLITHS  
ON EASTER ISLAND,  
I ENVISIONED A 
TIMELESS OBJECT” 
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Tinella

+

Valsura

Ombrone is unlike any other washbasin. 
It has been purposefully designed as an 
independent, freestanding object with 
its own identity. Abandoning formal 
limitations, this iconic design is purely 
conceptual; the result of a free, instinctive 
and spontaneous creative approach. 

Stones, both naturally formed and 
hand-hewn, were the seed of inspiration. 
Their presence, their solitary nature and 
organic forms drove the creative vision. 
Totem-like and sculptural, Ombrone is as 
thought-provoking as it is sensual and 
as aesthetic as it is functional. We can 
imagine no clearer mark of individualism 
for a bathroom.

OMBRONE
Basins

Seen together

OMBRONE  
Freestanding basin

VALSURA 
Built-in basin mixer
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Gravina

+
Paglia

GRAVINA 
Basin 50cm

PAGLIA 
Basin mixer

Exhibiting a clear Japanese influence, 
Gravina dispenses with the traditional 
format for draining water, employing an 
altogether new approach. Here, the waste 
lies beneath an elegant ceramic cover  
– a perfect circle within a gentle square. 
Gravina is complemented by a range of 
elegant, contemporary towel rails and 
washstands, available in a matt black  
or matt white finish.+ GRAVINA wall mounted towel rail

Seen together

GRAVINA
Basins and furniture



Bonomico Meltio

+
Ippari

+

BONAMICO
Basins

Seen together

BONAMICO  
Basin with covers 
45cm

MELITO 
Tall basin mixer 

IPPARI 
Console



Bonomico Meltio

+
Ippari

+

Bonamico is an evolution in 
basin architecture. It’s an original 
deconstruction of a simple basin 
to create a sculptural, shell-like 
form. It’s also a model in originality. 
A ceramic cover, formed in two 
split halves, creates a fine opening 
through which the water drains. 
It is an elegant alternative to the 
traditional waste solution. 

BONAMICO
Basins

Seen together

BONAMICO  
Basin 45cm

MELITO 
Tall basin mixer 

IPPARI 
Console
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Ippari

Ondo 

Bonamico

Caffaro

Mazaro

Bassento

+ + +
Turano

Bonamico is available in two shapes, each 
embracing the same design principles but 
translating them into different entities: 
the smaller basin is circular, while the 
larger version is extruded into a rounded 
rectangular form. Both basin formats 
feature the accompanying optional 
ceramic covers. 

BONAMICO
Basins 

+ TURANO mirror 
+ KARISMA WC flush plate

Seen together

BONAMICO 
Basin 70cm

TURANO 
Wall-hung WC

IPPARI 
Console 
two base units 
+ worktop 

MAZARO 
Built-in basin mixer
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Amusa

+
Mazaro

Tresa

With Amusa, we took a simple, everyday 
object with positive connotations and 
gave it new purpose and life. We asked 
ourselves some challenging questions. 
Why can’t the bathroom be a place for 
playfulness? The unique design of Amusa 
is unapologetic in its sense of humour. 
Why can’t the bathroom be a place for 
nostalgia? Reminiscent of days at the 
beach or special celebrations, Amusa 
evokes happy lifetime memories. 

THE UNIQUE 
DESIGN OF AMUSA 
IS UNAPOLOGETIC 
IN ITS SENSE  
OF HUMOUR

AMUSA
Basins

Seen together

AMUSA 
Basin 30cm

MAZARO 
Basin mixer
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Amusa

Valsura

+

+ +
Santorini

Mincio

Mazaro

Tresa

Amusa

Purposing the handle as a towel holder 
unites playfulness and ingenious 
functionality. With such quirky aspects 
and optimistic connotations, Amusa 
naturally lends itself to life in a family 
home. And, while ideally suited to a 
child’s bathroom, its fresh lines make 
it equally suitable for public leisure 
environments. After all, there’s a child  
in all of us.

+ KARISMA WC flush plate

Seen together

Seen together

AMUSA 
Basin 30cm

VALSURA  
Built-in basin mixer

AMUSA 
Basin 30cm

SANTORINI 
Wall-hung WC

MAZARO 
Basin mixer

AMUSA
Basins



Furniture is the vital ingredient in achieving the dream of a 
streamlined space. Flexibility is the essential quality that makes 

it work for you. Our ranges offer the ultimate in adaptable 
storage that perfectly complement our products. 

Our accessories possess a functional simplicity that  
satisfies the need for clean efficiency. As stand-alone 

design statements, they create their own aura.

FURNITURE  
&  

ACCE SSORIE S
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+
Ippari

Ippari

Lambro

Ciane

+ +

Vomano

+ +
Ofanto 2 Meltio

IppariIppari

IPPARI
Furniture

+ MAGRA mirror 

Seen together Seen together

+ MAGRA mirror

IPPARI 
Basin unit 
side unit 
+ worktop

VOMANO 
Vessel basin 60cm

LAMBRO 
Built in basin mixer

IPPARI 
Basin unit 
two side units  
+ worktop

IPPARI 
Two half column 
units

OFANTO  
Basin 46cm

MELITO  
Tall basin mixer
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Vomano

Lambro

Ciane

+ +
Ippari

Ippari

+
Isomo

+ +

Valsura

Ip
pa

ri

Ippari

IPPARI
Furniture

Designed to support Sottini products 
perfectly, Ippari is a modular furniture 
system that preempts every possible 
bathroom function and layout, allowing 
you to personalise your space with  
tailored configurations. 

The extensive range comprises of consoles, 
basin units, side units, base units and 
column units including shelving options. 

+ MAGRA mirror 
+  IPPARI Bordo  

towel rail

Every piece is made from high-quality 
materials and is available in a choice  
of six contemporary finishes: soft, 
neutral greys; harmonising tones of light 
brown, textural natural wood veneers, 
a sophisticated dark blue and premium 
white. Continuing the streamlined theme, 
handles have been replaced by push-to-
open, soft-close drawers.

Ippari units work perfectly as individual 
pieces but are also suited to creating 
interesting arrangements with a 
combination of elements. Play with 
different finishes or build unique  
multi-unit storage systems – the 
permutations are endless.

IPPARI 
Console 
three base units 
+ worktops

IPPARI 
Two full column 
units + open full 
column unit

ISORNO 
Vessel basin 63cm

VALSURA 
Tall basin mixer

Seen together

+ MAGRA mirror
+ BORDO Towel Rail

IPPARI 
Console + side unit

VOMANO 
Basin 38cm

LAMBRO 
Tall basin mixer

Seen together
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Curone

Simeto

Simeto

Ippari

Piota

+ + + +
Bonamico

+ +
Ippari

Simeto

Ciane Ciane
Ippari

Ciane

Meltio

IPPARI
Furniture

Seen together Seen togetherSeen together Seen together

+ TURANO mirror + MAGRA mirror+ MAGRA mirror

IPPARI 
Two basin units 
+ worktop

PIOTA 
Basin 39cm

CIANE 
Tall basin mixer

IPPARI 
Basin unit  
+ worktop

CURONE 
Basin 48cm 

CIANE 
Tall basin mixer

IPPARI 
Console

BONAMICO 
Basin 45cm 
with covers

MELITO 
Tall basin mixer

Mazaro

Bassento

+ +
Bonamico

Caffaro

Ippari

Ondo 

+ TURANO mirror

IPPARI 
Console 
Two base units 
+ worktop 

BONAMICO 
Basin 70cm

MAZARO 
Built-in basin mixer
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Bordo
Ondo 

Ippari

Cubo

IPPARI
Towel rails

Ippari towel rails are no afterthought. 
The appropriate amount of design time 
has been invested into creating a range 
of elegant, ergonomic rails. Each one 
integrates perfectly with Sottini Ippari 
basins or furniture, adding the finishing 
functional touch to your bathroom.

ONDA 
Towel rail

CUBO 
Towel rail

BORDO 
Towel rail
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Simeto

Ippari

+

+
Ciane

Lambro

Simeto

Simeto

Simeto

Simeto’s elegant framed design and 
discreet, colour-matched handles give 
the furniture a light and seamless look. 

The range includes integrated vanity 
units that accommodate Simeto Uno 
and Due basins. These units incorporate 
a hidden internal drawer for small and 
intimate bathroom items and a larger 
storage drawer beneath. Both drawers 
feature soft-close action. To help further 
organise your drawers and basin 
surfaces, Simeto is complemented 
by handy, clear storage boxes and  
internal dividers.

Seen together

+ SIMETO mirror

SIMETO 
Double basin unit

SIMETO 
Full column unit, 
right hand

SIMETO DUE 
Double basin 122cm

CIANE 
Basin mixer

SIMETO
Furniture
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Simeto

Simeto

Simeto

Simeto 92cm

+
SIMETO 
Basin unit

SIMETO 
Half column unit  
right hand

SIMETO DUE 
Basin 64cm  

CIANE 
Basin mixer

Simeto

Ippari

+ +

+

+

+

Ciane

Lambro

Ciane

Lambro

Simeto

Simeto Due

The large Simeto column units feature  
open shelving and internal lighting while 
the smaller half column units are perfect 
for compact spaces.

Simeto furniture is available in five 
stunning contemporary finishes: 
crisp gloss white, urban gloss grey, 
sophisticated gloss safari, a linear  
bamboo texture and a metallic sheen.

A Simeto mirror is the ideal complementary 
addition to your Simeto furniture. Featuring 
a subtle, coordinating colour strip and 
ambient back lighting, it is the finishing 
touch to your bathroom vision.

Seen together

Seen together

+ SIMETO mirror 
+ ANAPO wall-hung WC
+ KARISMA flush plate

+ SIMETO mirror 

SIMETO 
Basin unit

SIMETO 
Full column unit, 
right hand

SIMETO UNO 
Basin 92cm

CIANE 
Basin mixer

SIMETO
Furniture



MAVONE 
Basin 100cm 

MAVONE 
One drawer  
vanity unit 100cm

MAVONE 
Half column

COSIA 
Double ended  
bath 170cm

+ CIANE basin mixer
+ MAGRA mirror
+ CIANE 3 hole bath shower mixer 
+ SOTTINILUX front + end bath panels

Mavone 100cm unit (white)
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Cosia (white)Mavone 100cm (white)

Mavone furniture is the essence of simplicity 
and purity, with sharp geometry inspiring  
an atmosphere of ultra-modern elegance. 
The range of vanity units includes wall 
mounted and floor standing in various sizes. 

To provide further storage, the full and half 
column units offer generous roominess  
in a neat, slim format. And, to complete  
the range, Mavone includes a matching  
WC unit and floor standing semi-countertop 
unit with matching worktops. 

+ + +

MAVONE
Furniture

Seen together

To ensure perfect tonal synergy with your 
bathroom vision, choose from two stunning 
high gloss lacquered finishes in White and 
Light Grey, a sophisticated Dark Taupe in  
a matt lacquered finish or a beautifully 
natural looking Light Wood finish.
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It’s distinctive rounded rectangular shape 
makes the Turano design work across all 
basin styles. Sensor operated back lighting 
helps to create ambiance in any bathroom.

Magra makes a strong graphic statement. 
Its true distinguishing feature is its 
seamless integrated lighting panel, 
combining two essential bathroom fixtures 
in one elegant piece.

MAGRA
Mirrors

Seen together

Tinella

+ +
Mazaro

Paglia

MAGRA 
Mirror range

TINELLA  
Double basin 
120cm 

PAGLIA  
Waterfall  
basin mixer

Vomano

+ +
Tresa

Melito

Simeto

TURANO 
Mirror range

VOMANO 
Basin 120cm

TRESA 
Basin mixer

TURANO
Mirrors

MAGRA
Mirrors



Brassware is where our business began. 
And we are wiser in its engineering than 

most. But, to us, it is the essential element 
that brings the joy of water into our 

bathroom worlds. From a tap, we want 
function, finesse and a splash of fun.

MIXERS  
&  

SHOWERS
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Bassento Ciane

Ciane

Bassento

Ciane

Lambro

Ciane

Ciane

Bassento

CIANE
Basin and bath mixers

Ciane is a perfect juxtaposition of the two 
most basic geometries: the cylindrical 
and the linear, joined in a dramatic, 
angular way. This bold synthesis creates 
contrasting effects in the emotional sense 
as well as the physical; Ciane satisfies the 
need for purity and sensuality in a simple, 
classic form.

CIANE 
Basin mixer

CIANE 
Tall basin mixer

BASENTO 
Thermostatic mixer 

CIANE 
Bath spout

CIANE 
Three hole bath  
shower mixer



Melito (white background) Melito (black background)

MELITO
Basin and bath mixers

Flowing curves are found in abundance 
in nature, but few examples are more 
spectacular than the striking, sculptural 
leaves of the aloe vera plant. Melito takes 
this powerful form and delivers it with 
gentle, contemporary elegance while 
upholding the imposing presence of its 
natural inspiration.

INSPIRED BY THE 
NATURAL SHAPES 
OF THE ALOE 
VERA PLANT

MELITO 
Three hole bath 
shower mixer
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Tresa

Melito

Tresa

TRESA
Basin and bath mixers

Successful, intelligent design is a product 
of two minds: the intellect considers 
functionality, efficiency and durability, 
looking for solutions and innovations 
while the intuitive mind explores concepts, 
aesthetics and form. In Tresa, these two 
trains of thought connect eloquently in  
a fitting tribute to human reason.

TRESA 
Basin mixer, 
tube spout

TRESA 
Basin mixer
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Mazaro

Tresa

Mazaro

Bassento

MAZARO
Basin and bath mixers

Mazaro’s flawless, sweeping arc vividly 
reflects the natural movement of 
cascading water. It seeks to create a 
harmonious connection between flowing 
liquid and the solid product form.  
It is a poetic concept that describes the 
interaction between the wilful, independent 
power of water and the way we channel  
it to meet our purpose.

MAZARO 
Built in basin mixer

MAZARO 
Basin mixer
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Valsura Valsura Valsura

VALSURA
Basin and bath mixers

Contemporary yet organic, Valsura’s 
slim profile is inspired by the statuesque 
forms of silver birch trees. Further 
evoking this natural image, the 
connection between spout and  
vertical column is reminiscent of  
a growing branch. 

Bringing movement to the design,  
when opening and closing the 
valve with a slender handle, the  
top cylinder moves up and down,  
in sync with the flow of water.

VALSURA 
Basin mixer

VALSURA 
Built-in basin mixer

VALSURA 
Tall basin mixer
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Lambro

Ciane

Lambro

CianeLambroLambro

LAMBRO 
Bath side bodies

LAMBRO 
Bath spout

LAMBRO 
Tall basin mixer

LAMBRO 
Built-in basin mixer

LAMBRO
Basin and bath mixers

Lambro takes the sleek aesthetic to a new 
plane. The precisely flat surfaces both 
spout and lever are the key distinctive 
feature, and these strong horizontal lines 
are counterbalanced by the soft-curved 
pillar that supports them.
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Paglia

Tresa

Mazaro

Paglia

Paglia is unique in both function  
and style. The elegant waterfall basin 
mixer elevates the flow of water from 
a mundane, functional necessity to a 
captivating, natural phenomenon. It has 
an outward simplicity that belies the 
advanced technology that enables its 
elegant performance.

AN ELEGANT, 
FLOWING 
WATERFALL 
SCULPTURE

PAGLIA 
Freestanding bath 
shower mixer

PAGLIA 
Waterfall basin 
mixer

PAGLIA
Basin and bath mixers



Bassento 2

Bassento

Lambro

Meltio

VELINO
Shower systems

The Velino, a twofold story of style 
and technology. The style story is one 
of precise lines, sharp angles and flat 
surfaces. The technology story is centred 
on its modular design; a wide variety 
of components options offers ultimate 
flexibility while the innovative built-in 
thermostat unit brings unparalleled ease 
to the installation process. 

BORBERA + 
BASENTO
Shower systems

Borbera rainshower kits include three 
versions: hand spray, fixed head or dual. 
The range’s distinctive feature is its  
slim, minimal shower head and these  
are available in a circular or square  
design. Other options include hand  
sprays of varying diameters and rails  
of different lengths.

The Basento built-in thermostatic shower 
system uses innovative technology to 
enable easy installation. The valve unit 
features a unique box housing that 
ensures superior water tightness and  
a shallow design that makes it ideal for 
narrow wall cavities. Basento is available 
with square and oval faceplates.

Seen together

BORBERA 
Dual shower  
system

BASENTO 
Thermostatic bath 
shower mixer

LAMBRO 
Bath spout

Borbera
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SOTTINI
The Bathroom Works

National Avenue
Kingston-Upon-Hull HU5 4HS

T: 01482 449 513  F: 01482 445 886
www.sottini.co.uk
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SOTTINI GUARANTEE
Our confidence in the quality and reliability of 
Sottini products enables us to guarantee many of 
them for a lifetime. Our guarantee is offered on all 
products that have been used in the manner for 
which they were intended, and does not apply to 
any products that have been misused or abused in 
any way. Products must be installed and cared for in 
line with our fixing instructions and local water bye-
laws. In the unlikely event the product fails within 
the guarantee period, we offer a free replacement 
or replacement part (or nearest equivalent). Liability 
is limited to individual products and does not cover 

consequential loss or damage on installation. All 
ceramic products are guaranteed for a lifetime. 
Acrylic baths are guaranteed for 25 years from 
date of purchase. Bath panels, furniture, mixers, 
taps and showers, WC suite seats and cistern 
fittings are guaranteed for five years from date of 
purchase. Parts (including push button flush valves) 
are guaranteed for five years and will be replaced 
if found to be faulty. Cistern diaphragms, seals 
and shower seals are not included. The guarantee 
is transferable ‘it applies to the product not the 
purchaser’ provided guarantee registration details 
are passed on to the new owner.

For full guarantee details including terms and 
conditions please visit www.sottini.co.uk

Sottini pursue a policy of continuing  
improvement in design and performance of its 
products. The right is therefore reserved to vary 
specifications without notice. Colour reproduction 
is as accurate as possible within the limitations  
of the printing process. 
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